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Finite atlases on manifolds

W. Waliszewski has asked about the existence of finite atlases on 
smooth manifolds without boundary, where the manifold is meant in 
the most general way. Restricting attention to the manifolds which are 
Hausdorff and have a countable base, but admitting manifolds with 
boundary, we shall deal with the question: does there exist a smooth 
manifold M  with no finite atlas ? One easily obtains an affirmative answer 
by taking for M  a countable number of copies of closed halflines, i. e. 
M ■= N x <0 , oo) with N  denoting the set of positive integers : every 
coordinate neighbourhood (abbreviated “c. n.”) may contain at most 
one point of dM. On the other hand, J. H. C. Whitehead’s theorem on 
triangulation of manifolds ([5], cf. also [4]) easily yields existence of 
finite atlases for compact manifolds. We shall prove that every manifold 
of dimension m > 1  admits a finite atlas, and the number of charts in 
such an atlas will be estimated by m. Moreover, the constructed c. n.’s 
in unbounded case are — in a way — more decent than it is usually asked 
for.

The terminology is taken from [2 ]. However, it would be convenient 
to introduce one more definition:

Let ZTç, <= Mm be open and Uv n  dM — 0 . The chart ( Uv, y) will be 
called a fu ll chart and — a fu ll coordinate neighbourhood (abbreviated 
“f. c. n .”) if 99 maps Ü  ̂ onto R m. If U^ndM Ф 0 ,  then (JJV, <p) will be 
called a fu ll chart if <р\и \dM maps U(p\dM  onto a set diffeomorphie
with Rm. *

Henceforth M m will denote a manifold embedded as a closed sub
manifold into R 2m ([6 ]).

Main result of our paper is the following
Theorem. For every smooth connected manifold Mm of dimension 

ш > 1  there exists a finite atlas consisting of at most 2 ■ 32m fu ll charts. The 
number of charts can be restricted to 32m if  dM  = 0 , to 2 • 3m if  M is compact, 
and to 3m if  M is compact and unbounded.

Before proceeding to the proof let us give first its main ideas. We 
fill R~m (which contains M  as a closed submanifold) with open geometric
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cubes of equal size so that no space is left between them, enlarge each 
a bit and join them in bigger cubes — called blocks — consisting of 22w 
enlarged cubes. We numerate cubes in each block so that closures of 
cubes with the same number but from different blocks do not meet. If 
the cubes in blocks are sufficiently small then their intersections with 
M  are f. c. n.’s. By taking from each block a cube, all with the same 
number, and by intersecting the union with M  we obtain a certain c.n. 
on M  ; these c.n.’s form a finite covering of M. Each of them is a countable 
union of contractible sets with closures pairwise disjoint and diffeomorphic 
with closed balls on Ж. It follows from the lemma below that such a c.n. 
can be enlarged to a f.c.n.

Let (*) denote the following property of open balls in a Biemannian 
manifold: for every pair of points in the ball there exists exactly one 
geodesic line joining them.

Lemma. Let M  be a smooth connected manifold of dimension M  >  1, 
r* — Biemannian metric on TM, v — metric on M induced by r*, and 
{Gs}fLi — a fam ily of contractible open subsets of M such that every Gs is 
contained in a v-ball having property (*), boundary ofGs in  M  is a submanifold 
of M, and the closures of any two Gfs are disjoint. Moreover, let any v-ball 
contain a finite number of Gfs. Then there exists a f.c.n. E in  M  such that
oo
U  Gs C E.
5 = 1

P roo f of the lemma. Let us fix and a point qeGSl. Take the 
family of concentric r-balls Hn = {p e M : v(q, p) < n}, n = 1, 2, ... By 
assumption, each ball Hn contains a finite number f(n ) of sets Gs. We 
shall prove by induction that for each IIn there exists a f.c.n. E%n) <= Hn 
which contains all Gs in Hn. Let Gs be any of the closest to q sets, i. e.

v{G8 , 2) < min v{Gs , q)-t s Ф slt s2
Gs czH n

(where v(G, q) denotes inf v(p, q)). Since dim Ж > 1 , H2n = Hn\  (J  Gs
peGs o s czH nS Ŝi,S2

is pathwise connected and so we can find a smooth curve N2 cz R\ with 
a parametrisation ç?2: <0,1) -> JV2 satisfying

<pa«0, D) ■= e 4  ^ ((| , 1» <= Gv  ?>«!, | » п (в Я1 U e„2) =  0 .

In order to obtain a connected c.n. containing GSl and GS2 we enlarge 
W2 by taking r-balls such that W2 lies in their union. If we want to obtain 
f. c. n. we must take care for the intersections of balls with Ge and GS2, 
and of their union with G8lu G 8 , all to be contractible sets. It should be 
clear that N 2 can be covered by a finite family of r-balls К x, K 2, .. ., Ku 
such that each ball E { has property (*), each Жг- meets Ks for j  = i — 1 
or i  + 1  only, closure of is contained in E 2n, and sets G8 n K 1 and GSo n Ku
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are both contractible. The last property follows from our assumption 
that boundaries of Gf s are manifolds.

U

The set E% = ^ u U  EQuG^ is f.c.n. because it is open and con- 
£=1

tractible.
To proceed by induction assume now that Ek~r is constructed and
к- 1

that U  Gs.cz Ek~x. Let Gs be any of the closest to q sets taken from the
j =i J k

remaining (xs’s in Hn, i. e.

Put

v(GSu>9.)<  min . . . , 8Л.
Gs <=Hn

H k = H n\  U Gs.
f f . c f f«Д... n sk

Then Ek 1 <= JIkn and GSk <=. Hk. To join Ekn 1 and GS]c by a smooth curve 
Nk <= Hk and then — as previously — to cover it by sufficiently small 
Hballs take a parametrisation <pk: <0,1) -> Nk satisfying:

/ '« o ,  D ) cz G,k l , <ph((h  1 »  ■= Gv  / « * ,  D l n p j - u e j  =  0 .

Taking now r-balls analogously as in the first inductive step we obtain 
Ek. Thus the induction is completed and so we may assume that Ek is 
defined for all n =  1 ,2 , . . .  and к — 1, 2, .. ., f(n ). The construction 
of Ek is not unique (it depends on the choice curves N\ their coverings 
by r-balls and, besides, the sequence of distances {v(G8, q)} which need
not be strictly monotone) but we may assume that E ^  = E{^\ for

00

every n = 1, 2, ... Put E  = U  E^n\ Note that the set E  is the union
00 n=  1

of f.c.n.’s Uj, E — (J  JJj, where each Uj is either a Gs or a r-ball Ki . We
i=i

may assume that indices j  correspond to a natural order of our construc
tion, i. e. Uj meets only its predecessor Uj_r (if j  > 1)  and successor Uj+l. 
Moreover, by the construction the intersections UjC\ Uj+1 ( j = 1 ,2 , . . . )  
are contractible. Let щ: Uj -> Uj) be a diffeomorphism of Uj onto 
an open ball in Itm. We take diffeomorphisms щ : yj(U j) -» W j, where 

is the open ball in R m with the centre (j, 0, 0, .. ., 0) and radius f, 
and cxj restricted to %■( UjC\ Uj+1) (or to 3pj(UjC\ Uj _1)) maps it onto

IP,-n Wj+1 (or onto W jn Wj_1} respectively). At last, let a :{ jW j° - ?  R m
3 = 1

be a diffeomorphism. Then we have full chart (E, ft) with the map ft defined
by

ft(x) = a[aj(y3j(x)f) for Xe Uj.
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P roof of the theorem . Suppose first that dM  = 0 .  Let q denote 
Euclidean metric on R 2m, r* — Riemannian metric on TM  induced by 
the Riemannian metric on TR2m, v — metric on M  induced by r*. Now, 
using Cartesian coordinates in R 2m, take open cube P with edgepoints 
xu = (a?“, .. ., x2m), u = 1, 2, .. ., 22ш, æf — 0 or 1 + ô, ô satisfying 0 < ô 
< b  Consider cubes in R 2m of the form Py = y +P, where all coordinates 
of y  are integers. These cubes will be joined in blocks. To form one block 
take a point y  with all coordinates even. A cube P y will belong to the 
same block as P y if every coordinate of y  — y  is either 0 or 1. Thus every 
2m-element sequence of even integers corresponds to a block of cubes 
consisting of 22TO cubes and cubes in one block correspond to 2m-element 
sequences with values 0 and 1 only; any ordering of the latter sequences 
determines a numeration of cubes in all blocks: the same numeration in 
each. We fix one numeration. Now arrange all blocks in a sequence and 
let Af be the г-th cube in Zc-th block (k = 1, 2 ,. . .  ; i  — 1, 2, .. ., 22m). Hence, 
for Zq Ф к 2 there is Q{Aiy A{) > V l — ô (the symbol q(A, B) denotes 

inf {{?(#, y)}) and so A fin  A!-2 = 0 .
(X, у ) еЛ  X В  ___

Take a cube A fi Since M  is submanifold of R2m and Af is compact, 
there exists ex >  0 such that intersections of g-balls Ke(æ, ex), x eA f , 
with M  are diffeomofphic with Rm. And since the set M n A f  is compact, 
there exists e2 >  0  such that r-balls Kv(y, e2) ,  ye  M n A f, have property 
(*) ([!])• Metric f o n l  and Riemannian metric v are topologically equi
valent and so there must exist s < sx such that each set KQ (x, e)n M  is 
contained in some r-ball Kv(y, s2) (xe A f ,y e  M n A f). Now subdivide 
cube Af by cubes of edge of length rj, where 0 < V2m?? < e, and, in the 
same manner as before, arrange them in blocks, each of 22w cube, and 
numerate: let Bfi1 be the i-th cube in Z-th block (l = 1 , 2 , r(k , i) :
j  = 1 ,  2, . . . , 2 2m). Then put

r(k,i) oo
cfi = U  {Bfln  M) and Ц  = U  o f.

Z = 1  A -= l

Now we apply the lemma. Note that each set Bflln  M  can be taken as 
a Gs. Considering as the family {Gs} all B f ln  M  with the fixed i  and j ,  
we infer that there exists a f.c.n. Щ containing their union Df.

In this way the proof is completed in the case of dM  = 0 . The number 
of charts is < 22m • 22”1.

In the case of dM  ^ 0  we proceed analogously but in two steps : 
one for the interior of M  (embedding it into R2m as a closed submanifold) 
and the other for the boundary of M  which is also a submanifold of R2m. 
Let D f be (n — l)-dimensional c.n.’s on dM. Applying the theorem on 
collar neighbourhood of boundary ([4]) we get c.n.’s in M  containing
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д M, each diffeomorphic with D'/x <0, 1). Fix a set D'? and denote by 
G's the components of the collar neighbourhood of I)]1. Every G's is diffeo- 
mofphic with half-space R m+. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that the sets G's\dM  are contained in r-balls having property (*). Assump
tions of the lemma are satisfied by the sets G's\dM  and so they can be 
embedded in f.c.n.’s Щъ. Sets E 'fndM  are not connected but Щг\дМ  
are diffeomorphic with Rm. Hence the number of f.c.n.’s containing dM 
is < 2 2m-23m.

If M  is compact we may start our construction with one sufficiently 
large cube A c: R 2m containing M . Hence we get the estimation of 
f.c.n.’s equal to 2-22m. /

These estimations are clearly not the best possible. For instance, 
using brick design we may cover R 2 with blocks containing 3 (not 4) 
cubes each and the estimation is thus lowered to 3m • 3m in the unbounded 
case, and to 2-3m-3w otherwise. The question of finding essentially better 
estimation of the minimal number of f.c.n.’s covering M  depends on the 
problem: what is the minimal number b(n) of colours for which there 
exists a decomposition of R n into ^-connected, coloured, regularity closed 
sets satisfying 0 < <5 (Ff) < a such that any two sets of the same colour 
do not meet ?

Eem ark. An arbitrary it-dimensional vector bundle over the manifold 
Mm is induced by a mapping f :  M  Gk(R°°) ([3]). It follows from our 
theorem that for every m-dimensional manifold M  it suffices to take 
a mapping g : Ш Gk{Rk'2’ilm).
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